
*Pure 21.5 Blackjack is owned, patented and/or copyrighted by TXB Industries Inc.  Please submit your agreement with the 
Owner authorizing play of the Game in your gambling establishment together with any request for Bureau of Gambling 
Control (Bureau) approval to play this game.  Please note that the Bureau is making the details of this game available to the 
public as required by subdivision (g) of Business and Professions Code section 19826, but the posting does not waive any 
rights to the game content which may be held by Owner.  The terms of any agreement with Owner are to be negotiated 
between the gambling establishment and Owner, and any dispute or asserted breach related thereto are private matters 
which will not be resolved by the Bureau. 
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OBJECT OF THE GAME 
The object of Pure 21.5 Blackjack is for the players and the player-dealer to add the numerical value of their cards and: 
 
• Achieve the best possible point total of 21.5 by getting a King, Queen, Jack, or Ten Bonus Card and an ace on 

the initial two cards dealt (Sample King Bonus Card below).  This hand pays 6 to 5.  

 
• Get as close to 21.5 as possible, without going over.  
• Draw additional cards if needed.  
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VALUE OF THE CARDS 
The game uses a modified 52-card deck with aces through nines (the standard spades, hearts, clubs and diamonds) 
and 16 cards specially marked with the word “Bonus” (four of each "king", "queen", "jack", and "ten" card).  The 
game is played with a minimum of a single deck to a maximum of eight decks.  

• A King, Queen, Jack or Ten Bonus card and an Ace, on the initial deal, is the best possible hand.  It is 
known as a “Pure 21.5 Blackjack” and pays 6 to 5.  

• A King, Queen, Jack, or Ten Bonus card dealt with any other card is worth 10 and is added to the other 
card(s) point total.  

• An ace has a value of either 1 or 11.  
• All cards from 2-9 have their face value.  
• King, Queen, Jack, or Ten Bonus cards have a value of 10 unless dealt with an Ace on the initial deal, and 

then they have a value of 10.5. 
 

Ranking Chart 
Card Value 

 K, Q, J, 10 Bonus card 10 or 10.5 when dealt w/ an ace 

Ace 1 or 11 

2 – 9 Hold their face value 
 

ROUND OF PLAY  
1. Pure 21.5 Blackjack is played on a raised gaming table.  The table seats eight players who face the house 

dealer in a 180-degree seating arrangement.  The tables are the standard blackjack tables commonly used in 
the casino industry.  The house dealer stands opposite the players, and in the center of the table.  The house 
dealer's chip tray is set in front of the dealer.   

 
2. All tables will have some type of signage where the name of the game is displayed, along with the minimum 

and maximum wager allowed.  The collection fee for the players and player-dealer will also be displayed.  A 
maximum of five collection rates is allowed in compliance with the California Penal Code. 

 
3. A standard round of play begins when a player-dealer is designated.  The player-dealer will place a wager in a 

betting circle in front of their seat.  That wager will be used to pay the winners and will set the amount that 
he/she can collect for the losers.  The casino will place a button in front of the player-dealer, which designates 
that they are taking the “bank” position and further designates whether it is the first or second turn for the 
player-dealer in the banking position.  The player-dealer will place the appropriate collection fee in front of 
his/her betting circle.  

 
4. Players at a table then place their wagers in designated betting circles.  The players may place a wager at 

his/her seat along with other unoccupied betting circles.  Each player must pay the appropriate collection fee 
based on the posted schedule for the cardroom.  Prior to the start of play the house dealer will take collection 
fees and drop them into a locked collection box affixed to the gaming table. 

 
5. After the fees have been collected, the house dealer will deal the cards to the players and the player-dealer.  

All cards dealt throughout the game are face up, with the exception of the player-dealer's second card, which 
will remain face-down until all players have acted on their hands.  The house dealer is the only person on the 
table allowed to touch the cards.  The players will signal the dealer with hand gestures that indicate whether 
they wish to hit or stand.  The hand signals will be consistent with the industry standard signals of a sweeping 
motion towards a player’s body, indicating a hit, or a side to side hand motion, indicating the desire to stand.  
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The house dealer deals the first card to the player seated to the left of the player-dealer, and continues in a 
clock-wise manner.  Each player will be dealt one card face up with the player-dealer receiving the last card.  
The player-dealer's cards will be placed in front of the house dealer.  

 
6. The house dealer will deal a second card to the players in the same order noted above and the last card will go 

to the player-dealer and will be dealt face down.  The players are given an opportunity, starting with the 
player seated to the left of the player-dealer, to be dealt additional cards to make the best possible hand. 
(Rules and procedures for splitting, doubling down and surrender will be outlined later).  

 
7. Players must follow the below listed Chart 1A in deciding whether to hit or stand on a particular hand.  

 
8. After all players have acted on their hands and indicated to the house dealer that they do not want or cannot 

receive additional cards, the player-dealer’s down card will be turned up.  This down card will determine 
where the "action button" is placed.   

 
9. The game utilizes an action button to determine which player receives first action on their wager.  The player-

dealer=s second card, which is dealt face-down, determines the position of the action button.  The player-
dealer position is not counted when determining where the action button shall be placed.  The other seats, in 
clockwise rotation, starting with the player to the left of the house dealer and continuing left to right, 
respectively represent the numbers of the player-dealer’s face down card.  When determining where the action 
button will be placed, cards will hold the following values: Ace is one, 2 through 9 have their face value, jack 
is eleven, queen is twelve, and king is thirteen. (SEE OPTIONS SHEET) 

 
10. The player-dealer's hand will then be completed according to the rules listed on Chart 1B.  Once the player-

dealer's hand is completed, the payoff and/or collection of wagers will begin in the seat designated by the 
action button and continue in a clockwise manner until all wagers have been acted on.  

 
11. Player-dealers are never required to cover all opposing players’ wagers.   Payoffs of wagers are limited to the 

amount of the player-dealer wager.  The house shall not participate as the player-dealer.  The house shall not 
take a percentage of wagers placed in the game.  There is no maximum on the player-dealer’s wager. 

 
12. The player-dealer's cards will always be dealt and placed in front of the house dealer's tray.  The placement of 

the player-dealer's cards is standard in all games and is depicted below.  See Diagram #1  
 

13. The next round of play begins when the house dealer collects all the cards from the table and places them in 
the discard tray.  The player-dealer position shall be offered systematically and continuously in a clockwise 
manner around the table after every two hands.  The player-dealer shall collect all losing wagers, pay all 
winning wagers, and may not win or lose more than the original amount wagered.  Once the player-dealer’s 
wager has been exhausted, the wagers not covered by the player-dealer shall be returned to the respective 
players.  The gambling establishment does not participate in the actual play of the game and has no interest in 
the outcome of the play. 
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DIAGRAM #l 
 
 

 
 
 
 
CHART 1A  

PLAYER Options 
Must Stand on Must Hit on Have Option on 
Hard 19 or more Hard 11 or less All other counts 
A “Soft” hand is achieved when a hand contains an Ace with a combination of two or more cards 
and the Ace is counted as 11, not 1. 
A “Hard” hand is achieved when a hand does not contain an Ace, or when it does contain an 
Ace, the Ace is counted as 1, not 11. 

 
CHART 1B  

PLAYER-DEALER Options 
Must Stand on Must Hit on Have Option on 

Hard 17 or more  Soft 17 or less No Options 
A “Soft” hand is achieved when a hand contains an Ace with a combination of two or more cards 
that add up to 17, and the Ace may be counted as either 1 or 11. 
A “Hard” hand is achieved when a hand contains any combination of three or more cards adding 
up to 17.  In the event that the hand includes an Ace, the Ace is counted as 1, not 11. 
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GAME RULES 
1. A Pure 21.5 Blackjack (an ace and a King, Queen, Jack, or Ten Bonus card) is the best possible hand.  If the 

player and the player-dealer's hand are both Pure 21.5 Blackjack the hand is a push or tie, and no action is 
taken on the wager.  
 

2. If the player-dealer does not have a Pure 21.5 Blackjack, the players will be given the option to draw to 
improve their hands, in accordance with Chart 1A above.  The player-dealer’s face-down card will be checked 
by the house dealer, for a Pure 21.5 Blackjack, when the player-dealer’s face-up card is an ace or King, 
Queen, Jack or Ten Bonus Card.  This will happen prior to any additional cards being given to players.  If the 
player-dealer has Pure 21.5 Blackjack, no additional action will take place and all players’ hands that do not 
have a Pure 21.5 Blackjack will lose. 

 
3. After all players have been given a chance to act on their hands, the player-dealer’s hand will be completed in 

accordance with Chart 1B.  
 

4. If a player's total is less than a Pure 21.5 Blackjack and the player-dealer’s total is more than a Pure 21.5 
Blackjack, the player wins the hand. 

 
5. If a player's total is more than a Pure 21.5 Blackjack and the player-dealer's total is less than a Pure 21.5 

Blackjack, the player loses the hand.  
 

6. If a player and the player-dealer have the same total and it is less than a Pure 21.5 Blackjack, the hand is a 
push or tie.  No action is taken on the wager.  

 
7. If a player's total and the player-dealer's total are less than a Pure 21.5 Blackjack, the hand closest to a "Pure 2 

1.5 Blackjack" will win.  
 

8. If a player's total and the player-dealer's total are more than a Pure 21.5 Blackjack, the following will apply: 
(SEE OPTIONS SHEET) 

 
a. If the player-dealer’s hand is 888 (three eights) all players whose total is more than 21.5 push.  
b. If the player-dealer's hand is not 888 (three eights) all players whose total is more than 21.5 lose. 

 
9. All collection rates and wagering limits will be posted at the table.  They will not be based on any percentage.  

 
10. Backline betting is not permitted.  (SEE OPTIONS SHEET) 
 
13.  Third Party Providers of Proposition Player Services, as defined in Section 19984 of the California Business 

and Professions Code, are permitted to play. 
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DOUBLE-DOWN, SPLIT, AND SURRENDER  
1. Players can double-down on the first two cards dealt to them.  The player must place a second wager which 

may be equal to or less than the player's original wager.  The player will only receive one additional card, 
regardless of the total.  
 

2. Players can split any pair or two (King, Queen, Jack, or Ten) Bonus cards.  The player must place a second 
wager equal to the original wager. The player may draw as many cards as desired per split card.  When 
splitting two Aces, the player only receives one additional card per ace.  There is no splitting for less.  

 
3. A maximum of three splits is allowed per hand, giving a player up to 4 hands.  Doubling-down is permitted 

after splitting.  
 

4. Players can surrender after the first two cards are dealt to them.  If they choose to surrender, half of their 
wager will be forfeited.  The player must indicate their desire to surrender before the player-dealer's down 
card is exposed.  Their play for the hand will then cease.   

 
5. The cardroom will take no extra collection fee on double downs or splits from the player or player-dealer.  

 
6. All payoffs are to the extent that the player-dealer's money covers the action on the table. A Player /Dealer 

cannot win or lose more than the entire amount of money placed on the table before the start of the hand.  
 
Wagering Limits and Collection Fees 
 
Ample notice shall be provided to players relating to the assessment of fees.  Flat fees on each wager may be 
assessed at different collection rates. 

Table Limit Player Fee  
(per bet) 

Player-Dealer Fee 
(per hand) 

   
 
WAGERING LIMITS AND COLLECTION FEES TO BE DETERMINED BY EACH CARDROOM THAT 
SUBMITS A REQUEST TO HAVE THIS GAME APPROVED. 
 

• Please specify the minimum and maximum wagering limits for the table.  If the wagering limit is different 
for the bonus wagers, please specify the minimum and maximum wagering limits for each wager. 

• Please specify the applicable collection fee for each wager. 
• Please specify how and when the collection fees will be taken. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

PROPERTY OF TXB INDUSTRIES Inc. 
PATENT PENDING  

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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